Confidently Advise on EU Energy Policy, Negotiations & Risks

As European energy and environmental regulation becomes more complex and impacts wider sectors of the economy, staying compliant with the evolving regulatory landscape is a growing challenge for any organization.

With MLex real-time insight and analysis you can keep track of major European energy and environmental policy developments that will reshape the bloc’s economy for the decades ahead. MLex provides in-depth coverage of the EU’s Green Deal program with its wide-reaching ramifications (the EU climate law, energy taxation, renewable strategies, among others). MLex also covers international climate negotiations and key litigation.

Our experts’ coverage focuses on following major energy debates and negotiations, regulation of the power industry, security of energy supply, climate change, alternative energy, consumer needs and technical innovation.

Advise on important energy regulatory changes.
MLex real-time coverage helps ensure you are up-to-speed on the latest energy policy changes within the EU bloc. Never miss key developments that could impact your clients or business, and leverage our commentary and source documents to inform your advice.

Detect new energy or environmental policies and develop winning business strategies.
With MLex commentary and analysis, you can stay ahead of the competition, by monitoring energy and environmental policies from the pre-proposal stage, through negotiations, approval and any legal challenges, helping you to predict risk and develop winning business strategies.

Help design and evaluate strategies by understanding trends in the EU energy policy.
We help keep you and your clients up-to-date with evolving or changing energy and environmental policies in the EU. MLex monitors events in institutions and European and international energy ministries, providing exclusive coverage of new proposals that will impact companies, governments and consumer prices.
Don’t just take our word for it.
Check out these examples of our EU Energy & Climate Change coverage:

**EU climate law faces uphill struggle to stay on track**
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >

**All key EU economic sectors should face carbon pricing,**
**Von der Leyen says**
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >

**EU’s Green Deal must be at Covid-19 recovery’s core,**
**France and Germany say**
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >

*About MLex*

Our investigative reporters are on the ground, where you need us the most. We break news on developmental regulation from the earliest stages of industry consultation, right through enforcement and litigation from the world’s most critical centers in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia. MLex experts provide insight that isn’t available elsewhere – our relationships with local sources allow you access to information before it is public. You can count on MLex for not only news and updates, but also expert analyses that explain how businesses are impacted, portfolios that show the history of a particular issue and source documents from regulatory agencies.